Core Storage and Handling

Why PLASTIC Core Tray!

Core Tray plastic

Why do we at Westernex insist on
partnering with a QA approved
manufacturer making a product
using Virgin plastic, whilst claiming
to care about the environment?
We concentrate on sustainability, renewable energy and
resources nowadays, so we understand that this makes
it challenging to understand why we still condone a
product being made entirely of virgin plastic materials.
For sure, choosing the right material, design, and
manufacturing strong and long-lasting products plays a
big role in reducing the amount of material waste we
contribute to the environment - but first, we need to
know the differences between these materials:

Virgin polymer
(PA, PC, PP, HDPE; PS, and ABS)

Is the direct resin produced from a petrochemical
feedstock, such as natural gas or crude oil, which has
never been used or processed before. Keeping in
perspective that delivering high-quality goods to the
customer is absolute, it is imperative to qualify this
concern with the realities of how materials are actually
applied and used in their specific role.

Recycled polymer
(PS, ABS, PA, and PC)

Post-consumer is a material that has been reclaimed after it
has left the hands of the consumer. Such as a plastic milk
container, detergent or oil bottle. Once used, they are taken
to a facility to be washed, reground and pelletised into new
post-consumer material. Post-Industrial is recycled
plastic that never left the manufacturing floor. For
efficiency, manufacturers try to achieve zero waste
during the production process.
It is tempting to believe that if something is recycled it is
more sustainable than something made from virgin material.
Sometimes – we agree, this is true, but not in all cases. We
need to think about how the products and materials are
actually applied and used in their specific applications. Do
they need to hold up in plus 50 and negative 20 degrees
temperatures and ensure the product being held stays
secure? How do we find a balance of quality, reliability, and
sustainability? Is the saving real or only perceived?
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Core Storage and Handling

Why PLASTIC Core Tray!

Pricing

Lifespan

Eco-friendly

Quality

Strength

Fit for
purpose

Why PLASTIC Core Tray!

Core Trays manufactured with RECYCLED PLASTIC

Core Trays manufactured with VIRGIN PLASTIC

Cheaper price as manufactured using regrind from
domestic or factory plastic waste. There is no way to
tell how many times an item has been recycled (heat
history) before and the actual makeup/chemical
composition of the raw material itself.

Virgin material is 47% more expensive than
Re-cycled and has been polymerised from
natural gas or crude oil which has never been
used or processed before. Most importantly it
is made of the known source.

Prediction of 5 years lifelong.

Track record of plus 25 years lifelong.

Membranes made from recycled materials have a
lower safety and strength rating e.g. mechanical
properties. These products break down and leave
micro-plastics in the soil with no one being held
accountable for the clean-up. The plastic polymers are
weakened by around 10% each time going through
the heat process (heat history) which shortens the
polymer chain and makes the plastic more susceptible
to breaking and failing as the mechanical properties
have been eroded.

Products made from virgin plastic can
withstand greater UV attack as experienced,
used and handled in the field. Resistance to UV
is a vital requirement for core trays given the
nature in which they are often stored in full
sunlight. Therefore Virgin Plastic Core Trays are
fit for purpose.

A piece of plastic can only be recycled about 2-3 times
before it’s no longer be usable due to the significant
reduction in mechanical strength e.g. impact. In order to
strengthen these recycled materials, some virgin plastic
will be added, unless advertised as made from 100%
recycled materials, even then impact modifiers are used
to artificially bolster the mechanical properties which
contain toxic chemicals, not great for the environment
and can contaminate valuable core samples.

Products made from 100% virgin plastic, in
this case, a polyolefin e.g. polypropylene
approved for food use, non-toxic chemical,
in fact very inert chemically hence it’s food
rating and clearly suitable to store core
without interference in the chemical makeup
when conducting ASSAY.

Impact strength of 2.2 kJ/m2 is nearly ¼ that of the
virgin copolymer of the correct grade. The thin walls
of a core tray will become brittle which will result in
jeopardised the core. Aside from losing these vital
pieces of core, it would cause an additional cost for
manpower to re-box the cores into new trays which
also jeopardise the health and safety of your team.
Is the saving real or only in actual fact perceived?
Plastic memory as per thermoplastics is the ability to
return to its original form when heated and or pressure
applied. Recycled plastics exhibit increased plasticity
and processability due to a reduction in molecular
weight e.g. reduced crystallinity which makes them
more attractive for some temporary products such as
shrink-wraps and packaging.
Recycled plastic also works particularly well for bulky
heavy wall products such as children’s playground
equipment, building materials, park benches, decks
and outdoor furniture. These products are manufactured
with up to 50mm thickness and their lifespan is 20-25
years. It should also be noted UV attack is a surface
effect, heavy wall products can better resist UV
degradation, thin walls cannot.

Unfortunately, using recycled core trays helps neither the
environment nor the humans who work with them. The
scrap core tray may end up in a landfill as its suitability for
further re-cycling use due to the nature of a core tray, at
best suspect. When we talk about saving the environment,
we should think about being fair to labor and how to use
their time and energy. In the long run, it is expensive in any
aspect to use a material that would break down and mix
with the soil in a couple of years, which would ultimately
result in manufacturing more of these recycled products
and repeating the whole process.
This creates unnecessary work and is considered an
occupational health and safety risk. In conclusion, if
something is made out of plastic it cannot be
Eco-friendly. Notably, if it is not “fit for purpose” it will
fail prematurely and result to be replaced in a relatively
short space of time, both the cost and environmental
savings are not genuine only perceived! For sure
plant-based products are Eco-friendly.

blend that provides the mechanical properties required for
mining bags both in toughness and strength.
We are looking forward to new solutions and technologies
such as C-ZYME® or Cat-HTR™. A technology, which is
developed by the French company Carbios. They have
invented an enzymatic recycling process after 10 years of
researching and testing and hoping to finish the project by
end of 2022. This technology uses an enzyme capable of
de-polymerising PET (polyethylene terephthalate), which is
found in a variety of plastic and textile items and would be
purified before being re-polymerised. Unlike traditional
methods, Carbios’ breakthrough enables unlimited recycling
of all sorts of PET waste such as clear, coloured, opaque,
complex plastics, polyester textiles as well as the production
of 100% recycled and 100% recyclable PET goods that
maintain their virgin quality.
Cat-HTR™ technology is under development by an Australian
based company Licella. 13 years of testing and researching
to turn the plastic back to oil using the enormous amount of
biomass and waste plastic, that go to landfill each year,
melting it and mixing it with water then purify it with
Cat-HTR Reactors™ and separate them as a high-value,
low-carbon products that reduce our reliance on fossil
resources.

“There is a tendency at every important but
difficult crossroad to pretend that it's not
really there.”
Bill McKibben

Impact strength of 8.5 kJ/m2 for a polypropylene
copolymer 20 melt flow.
Westernex encourages everyone to use recycled products
when it is possible, we currently supply Stack & Nest Black
Crates Enviro Range, Universal Flush Pointed End Cap,
Plastic Pallets and Insert Pallets, Hole Plugs, OctoPlugs and
Survey Stakes.

Core Trays are manufactured with nominal 2mm
wall thickness and only prime virgin plastic can
provide this quality e.g. superior mechanical
strength - core trays made from prime virgin PP
have a proven track record tested life span of
plus 20 years.

We have been busy researching and testing better options
over the years to find the perfect solution, but we will never
rush this process and would not feel comfortable launching
a product until it is 100% perfect and suitable to be used in
the field. This applies to all of our new Biodegradable
products: Clean Green Cleaner and De-greaser, Green
Gloves, Safe-T-Mark™,Ground Water Sampling,
HydroMARK®, Bio Flagging Tape, Alcolizer Alcohol tester
unwrapped and Biodegradable, Nature's Orange Pumice
Hand Cleaner, Mini Fire Fighter, the whole range of
Northfork Biodegradable cleaner and De-greasers and
our new compostable Plant-based Green Bio Bags, which
are manufactured from sustainable corn-starch, a unique

References and General info about Plastic
deltamembranes.com
oceanworks.co
qualitylogoproducts.com
nationalgeographic.org
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Core Storage and Handling

Core Tray Plastic

Core Tray Plastic

Impala 1 Tray

Impala 2 Tray

All Impala 1 core trays were designed for maximum core
storage per tray and its nesting capabilities make it ideal
for export.

Impala 2 trays are designed to cater to exploration needs.
Hence, the underside of Impala 2 trays have been
specifically designed to affix securely onto drill rods that
sit atop trestle frames and other similar contraptions,
setting it apart from other Impala plastic core trays.

Grey: Often preferred for photography, also reduces glare
White: Heightens contrast in photography
Black: Ideal for use with high-logger and CoreScan system

White colour ex stock. Grey or Black to manufacture.

Impala 1 Plastic Core Trays & Accessories
SKU

DESCRIPTION

The Impala core tray has all the obvious benefits of a plastic
core tray – No sharp edges, non-magnetic & chemically inert,
impervious to sulphide’s, UV stable, non-corroding & very
smooth on roller conveyors. Available in high visibility white or
trays may also be ordered in grey or black for less glare when
photographing the core. A unique nesting design that reduces
the freight cost and improves ease of use underground where
space is limited. The nesting feature also facilitates improved
transportation to site and reduces transit damage particularly
in remote locations. The tray has also been designed for pallet
stacking where bulk storage is required. When stacking Impala
1 Core Trays, you will need to use the Impala 1 Core Tray Blocks;
these blocks may also be used as dividers as required.

SIZE

1126-30002-WHITE

Impala 1 Plastic Core Tray

B - 8 Row

1126-30003-WHITE

Impala 1 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 6 Row

1126-30004-WHITE

Impala 1 Plastic Core Tray

H - 5 Row

1126-30005-WHITE

Impala 1 Plastic Core Tray

P - 4 Row

1124-00006

Core Tray Plastic Support Block

Impala 1 B

1124-00004

Core Tray Plastic Support Block

Impala 1 N2

1124-00003

Core Tray Plastic Support Block

Impala 1 H

1124-00007

Core Tray Plastic Support Block

Impala 1 P

Grey: Often preferred for photography, also reduces glare
White: Heightens contrast in photography
Black: Ideal for use with high-logger and CoreScan system

Design and polypropylene material used create a lightweight
nesting core tray that is also very robust. In addition the trays
are UV protected, giving longer life in the field. All the major
sizes are available – B, N2, H & P in 1000mm for clear 1 meter
runs of core – B, N2, H are also available in 800mm lengths for
reduced weight. There is also a B 700mm available for
underground applications. All Impala 1 core trays were
designed for maximum core storage per tray.

White colour ex stock. Grey or Black to manufacture.

Impala 2 Plastic Core Trays
SKU

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

1126-30009-WHITE

Impala 2 Plastic Core Tray

B - 6 Row

1126-30001-WHITE

Impala 2 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30000-WHITE

Impala 2 Plastic Core Tray

H - 4 Row

1126-30010-WHITE

Impala 2 Plastic Core Tray

P - 3 Row

▪ Marking of the tray with paint pen to ID the hole may be
easily achieved on all 4 sides for easy reading whether the
trays are palletised or racked. Made from the same highly
specified UV stabilised reinforced polypropylene as Impala
1 core trays with over 20 years proven performance in the
field. They have been designed to be more robust than
competitor's trays.

Impala 2 Accessories
A
B

SKU

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

1126-30100-WHITE

Core Tray Plastic Lid

Impala 2 Trays

C

D

1124-00020

Impala ID Plate

Impala 2 Trays

1126-30103

Core Tray Plastic Clips

Impala 2 B + N2

1126-30102

Core Tray Plastic Clips

Impala 2 H

1126-30104

Core Tray Plastic Clips

Impala 2 P

1124-00002

Core Tray Plastic Marker

Impala 2 B

1124-00001

Core Tray Plastic Marker

Impala 2 N2

1124-00000

Core Tray Plastic Marker

Impala 2 H

1124-00005

Core Tray Plastic Marker

Impala 2 P

A

▪ They are available in B, N2, H & P with clip in core markers
available for each size. As they interlock when empty, this
reduces the cost of transportation to site particularly where
access is poor and significantly reduces transit damage.
▪ The container utilisation and packing stability is excellent
so the tray is ideally suited for export. Each tray takes a
standard size aluminium identification tag in the pocket
provided one at each end of the tray conveniently located
between the lifting handles.

B

D

C

B Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1060mm
Usable Length: 1020mm
Width: 416mm
Height: 47mm
Weight: 2.04kg
Core Capacity: 8 rows
Pallet Quantity: 100
Pallet Dims:
1100 x 1100 x 1070mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 224kg
▪ 20ft Container: 2100 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 4400 trays

N2 Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1064mm
Usable Length: 1020mm
Width: 414mm
Height: 65mm
Weight 2.2kg
Core Capacity: 6 rows
Pallet Quantity: 100
Pallet Dims:
1100 x 1100 x 1070mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 240kg
▪ 20ft Container: 2100 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 4400 trays

H Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1060mm
Usable Length: 1020mm
Width: 414mm
Height: 73mm
Weight: 2.2kg
Core Capacity: 5 rows
Pallet Quantity: 100
Pallet Dims:
1100 x 1100 x 1240mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 240kg
▪ 20ft Container: 2100 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 4400 trays

P Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1060mm
Usable Length: 1020mm
Width: 423mm
Height: 95mm
Weight: 2.36kg
Core Capacity: 4 rows
Pallet Quantity: 100
Pallet Dims:
1100 x 1100 x 1430mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 256kg
▪ 20ft Container: 2100 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 4100 trays

B Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1075mm
Usable Length: 1010mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 53mm
Weight: 2.7kg
Core Capacity: 6 rows
Pallet Quantity: 100
Pallet Dims: 1100mm x 		
1100mm x 1660mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 290kg
▪ 20ft Container: 1520 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 3140 trays

N2 Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1075mm
Usable Length: 1010mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 67mm
Weight: 2.36kg
Core Capacity: 5 rows
Pallet Quantity: 102
Pallet Dims: 1100mm x 		
1100mm x 2010mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 261kg
▪ 20ft Container: 1255 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 2580 trays

H Core Tray

▪ Overall Length: 1075mm
▪ Usable Length: 1010mm
▪ Width: 390mm
▪ Height: 80mm
▪ Weight: 2.44kg
▪ Core Capacity: 4 rows
▪ Pallet Quantity: 81
▪ Pallet Dims: 1100mm x
1100mm x 1980mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 218kg
▪ 20ft Container: 1060 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 2180 trays
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P Core Tray

▪ Overall Length: 1075mm
▪ Usable Length: 1010mm
▪ Width: 390mm
▪ Height: 100mm
▪ Weight: 3.1kg
▪ Core Capacity: 3 rows
▪ Pallet Quantity: 63
▪ Pallet Dims: 1100mm x
1100mm x 1975mm
▪ Pallet Weight: 215kg
▪ 20ft Container: 730 trays
▪ 40ft Container: 1500 trays
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Core Storage and Handling

Core Tray Plastic

Core Tray Plastic

Impala 3 Tray

Impala 4 Tray

The preferred core tray for above-ground applications.
Capable of storing full metres of core at a time.
▪ A strong, easy-to-handle and conveyor-friendly tray
▪ Designed to be the most stable tray when stacked
▪ Excellent sealing when trays are stacked to avoid 		
contamination.
▪ Patent Rigid-based construction, allowing the tray to
glide with minimum noise and in any direction on 		
roller racking and directional transfer tables.
▪ Trays lock tightly together, which also gives superior
stacking (with vertical wall-on-wall design).
▪ Drainage holes, deeper and wider finger recesses at
the end of each row.
▪ Excellent strength in design for stacking securely onto
pallets and enable banding without distortion.
▪ Wide ribs, giving more space for writing and marking.
▪ Core is properly cradled in the half-round sections to
prevent rolling and damage.
▪ Trays lock together for safe, stable stacking.

Impala 3 Plastic Core Trays
SKU

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

1126-30301-GREY

Impala 3 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30302-GREY

Impala 3 Plastic Core Tray

H - 4 Row

1126-30303-GREY

Impala 3 Plastic Core Tray

P - 3 Row

Impala 3 Accessories
A
B
C
D

SKU

DESCRIPTION

UOM

1126-30105-GREY

Core Tray Plastic Lid Impala 3

Each

1126-30304

Impala ID Plate

Hundred

1126-30102

Core Tray Plastic Clips

Each

1124-00001

Core Tray Plastic Marker N2

Hundred

1124-00000

Core Tray Plastic Marker H

Hundred

1124-00005

Core Tray Plastic Marker P

Hundred

N2 Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1085mm
Usable Length: 1005mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 67mm
Weight: 2.3kg
Core Capacity: 5 rows
Pallet Quantity: 102
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 2015mm
Pallet Weight: 255kg
20ft Container: 1200 trays
40ft Container: 2530 trays

H Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The preferred core tray for underground applications.
Shorter and more lightweight for easy manual handling.
▪ A strong, easy-to-handle and conveyor-friendly tray.
▪ Designed to be the most stable tray when stacked
▪ Excellent sealing when trays are stacked to avoid 		
contamination.
▪ Patent Rigid-based construction, allowing the tray to
glide with minimum noise and in any direction on roller
racking and directional transfer tables.
▪ Trays lock tightly together, which also gives superior 		
stacking (with vertical wall-on-wall design).
▪ Drainage holes, deeper and wider finger recesses at the
end of each row.
▪ Excellent strength in design for stacking securely onto
pallets and enable banding without distortion.
▪ Wide ribs, giving more space for writing and marking
▪ Core is properly cradled in the half-round sections to
prevent rolling and damage.
▪ Trays lock together for safe, stable stacking.
▪ Patented all-round grip bar making lifting easier while
helping prevent wrist strain.

Grey colour ex stock. White or Black to manufacture.

▪ Patented all-round grip bar making lifting easier while
helping prevent wrist strain
▪ Holders at each end designed to take normal labels or
RFID tags
▪ Manufactured in Impala’s fully equipped 			
manufacturing facility using the latest equipment, so
stock is always ready to go
▪ Each row holds 1000mm of core, with recess for ease
of access to remove, footprint for maximum storage
is 1085mm x 390mm
A

C

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

1126-30401-GREY

Impala 4 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30402-GREY

Impala 4 Plastic Core Tray

H - 4 Row

1126-30403-GREY

Impala 4 Plastic Core Tray

P - 3 Row

▪ Holders at each end designed to take normal labels or
RFID tags.
▪ Manufactured in Impala’s fully equipped manufacturing
facility using the latest equipment, so stock is always
ready to go.
▪ Each row holds 920mm of core, with recess for ease of
access to remove, smallest footprint for maximum 		
storage of 1000mm x 390mm.

Check our website to view our demonstration video.
A

C

Impala 4 Accessories

B
D

Grey: Often preferred for photography, also reduces glare
White: Heightens contrast in photography
Black: Ideal for use with high-logger and CoreScan system

Overall Length: 1085mm
Usable Length: 1005mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 75mm
Weight: 2.3kg
Core Capacity: 4 rows
Pallet Quantity: 81
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 1990mm
Pallet Weight: 206kg
20ft Container: 1070 trays
40ft Container: 2200 trays

SKU

Grey colour ex stock. White or Black to manufacture.

P Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1085mm
Usable Length: 1005mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 95mm
Weight: 2.55kg
Core Capacity: 3 rows
Pallet Quantity: 63
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 1995mm
Pallet Weight: 181kg
20ft Container: 715 trays
40ft Container: 1485 trays

The tray is manufactured in a material for
temperate climates to +55°C as standard.
Trays are also UV stablised and protected, giving
longer life in the field.

SKU

DESCRIPTION

UOM

A
B
C

1126-30400-GREY

Core Tray Plastic Lid Impala 4

Each

1126-30304

Impala ID Plate Impala 4

Hundred

1126-30102

Core Tray Plastic Clips Impala 4

Each

1124-00001

Core Tray Plastic Marker N2

Hundred

D

1124-00000

Core Tray Plastic Marker H

Hundred

1124-00005

Core Tray Plastic Marker P

Hundred

N2 Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1000mm
Usable Length: 920mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 67mm
Weight: 2.2kg
Core Capacity: 5 rows
Pallet Quantity: 102
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 2015mm
Pallet Weight: 245kg
20ft Container: 1200 trays
40ft Container: 2530 trays

B
D
Grey: Often preferred for photography, also reduces glare
White: Heightens contrast in photography
Black: Ideal for use with high-logger and CoreScan system

H Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1000mm
Usable Length: 920mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 75mm
Weight: 2.36kg
Core Capacity: 4 rows
Pallet Quantity: 81
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 1975mm
Pallet Weight: 211kg
20ft Container: 1070 trays
40ft Container: 2200 trays

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1000mm
Usable Length: 920mm
Width: 390mm
Height: 95mm
Weight: 2.46kg
Core Capacity: 3 rows
Pallet Quantity: 63
Pallet Dims: 1100 x 1100 x 1955mm
Pallet Weight: 175kg
20ft Container: 715 trays
40ft Container: 1485 trays

The tray is manufactured in a material for temperate
climates to +55°C as standard.
Trays are also UV stablised and protected, giving
longer life in the field.
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P Core Tray
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Core Storage and Handling

Core Tray Plastic
Impala 5 Tray

Grey: Often preferred for photography, also reduces glare
White: Heightens contrast in photography

Designed to be our strongest tray yet.
Grey colour ex stock. White or Black to manufacture.

1

Black: Ideal for use with high-logger and CoreScan system

3

4

2

5

6

7

10

8
9

11

12

1. A more prominent
START marking to avoid
mistakes when placing the
core into the tray.

2. 5mm additional height
around the external wall to
ensure safer stacking whilst
holding broken cores.

3. 3 indents for strapping
– on each side to ensure
maximum security during
transport and handling.
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4. ID, TY, FR, TO marked on
the tray handle for your
notes. There is an embossed
border around it, so your
notes would not scratch off
during the handling or when
trays are stacked.
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Core Storage and Handling

Core Tray Racking

Core Tray Plastic

Core Tray Racking
End Loading

6. An additional 5mm gap
between trays when stacked
leaving the rib height lower
as per customers’ preference.

7. Deeper finger recess at the
ends of each row to enable
easy removal of the core.

8. Two Drainage Channels
are provided for each row,
in the form of two gullies
running through the length
of the tray.

8
10

0m

m

1800mm

5. All the core trays come
with an Aluminum or
RFID-compatible tag slot.
The impala 5 side clip has
been updated to ensure the
RFID tag does not slip out
during transport.

▪ Quick and easy to erect - lock join design virtually 		
eliminates nuts & bolts and all slide rails are factory fitted.
▪ Manufactured in sizes to suit all core tray dimensions and
core diameters. Complete galvanised unit ensures rust
free long life. Tray spacing allows easy insert and removal.
▪ Modules lock join to allow unlimited expansion of racking
system. Optional doors, roofing and side covers ensure
complete protection.

Tray Width
+10mm
60mm
Tray Width
+10mm
60mm
Tray Width
+10mm
60mm

Westernex offers the option to manufacture core
tray racking that is customised to fit your needs.
Please get in touch with our sales team for more
information at supply@westernex.com.au

9. Wider and deeper Handle
runs all the way around the
tray to accommodate gloved
hands.

10. Two drainage holes are
provided at the start and
end of each row.

SKU

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

1126-30501-GREY

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30502-GREY

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

H - 4 Row

1126-30501-WHITE

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30502-WHITE

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 4 Row

1126-30501-BLACK

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 5 Row

1126-30502-BLACK

Impala 5 Plastic Core Tray

N2 - 4 Row

11. A more prominent END
marking to avoid mistakes
when placing the core into
the tray.

12. Flatter, single-planed
bottom, designed for
smoother rolling on core
tray roller racking.

Rack Assembly Diagram

Impala 5 Accessories

A: Base Module

SKU

DESCRIPTION

UOM

1126-30500-GREY

Core Tray Plastic Lid Impala 5

Each

1156-00120

Aluminium Tag

Hundred

1124-00001

Core Tray Plastic Marker N2

Hundred

1124-00000

Core Tray Plastic Marker H

Hundred

B: Extension Module (or Supplementary)
C: End Module
D: Racking Spreader Bar
E: Crossbrace

N2 Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1100mm
Usable Length: 1000mm
Width: 395mm
Height: 65mm
Weight: 2.7kg
Core Capacity: 5 rows
Pallet Quantity: 93
Pallet Dims: 1180 x 1100 x 1990mm
Pallet Weight: 280kg
20ft Container: 930 trays
40ft Container: 1860 trays

H Core Tray
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Overall Length: 1100mm
Usable Length: 1000mm
Width: 395mm
Height: 75mm
Weight: 2.9kg
Core Capacity: 4 rows
Pallet Quantity: 75
Pallet Dims: 1180 x 1100 x 1960mm
Pallet Weight: 250kg
20ft Container: 750 trays
40ft Container: 1500 trays

Please note: All nuts & bolts necessary for assembly
of racks are supplied.
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Perth Main Warehouse
66 Truganina Rd, Malaga,
Western Australia 6090
+61 (0) 8 9209 8500
perth@westernex.com.au

Kalgoorlie Warehouse

18 Kinclaven Way, Broadwood,
Kalgoorlie, Western Australia 6430
+61 (0) 8 9091 1152
kalgoorlie@westernex.com.au

Brisbane Warehouse

14 Hasp St, Seventeen Mile Rocks,
Queensland 4073
+61 (0) 7 3376 2422
brisbane@westernex.com.au

westernex.com.au

Mt Isa Warehouse

13 Ryan Rd, (Entry off Davis Rd)
Mt Isa, Queensland 4825
+61 (0)7 4743 2122
mtisa@westernex.com.au

